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Introduction 

 

When asked in an interview what he expected of an audience, the American composer 

George Theophilus Walker once remarked, “In one sense I don’t expect anything because 

they’re at a terrible disadvantage.”1 In classical music, we rarely acknowledge this 

disadvantage. Composers may spend years on a particular composition and a performer 

will spend countless hours perfecting one interpretation of that work, while in concert the 

listener will hear the piece only once. The music on this program spans two hundred 

years of keyboard history and ranges in length from forty-five seconds to twenty-five 

minutes. Without some sort of introduction, even the most experienced listener is likely 

to feel perplexed or lost. The program notes that follow are meant to close that gap 

between the listener, performer, and composer. In these notes, I will discuss intriguing 

aspects of the pieces and strive to give the listener a sense of how each piece unfolds. As 

listeners, when we can focus our attention before the piece begins, we give ourselves the 

best opportunity to have a meaningful musical experience. 

                                                
1 George Walker, interview by Bruce Duffie over telephone, February 14, 1987. 
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Keyboard Sonata in D flat Major by Antonio Soler 
 

Antonio Soler was a Spanish composer and church organist who lived in what is 

commonly considered to be the late Baroque and the early Classical Period. He is most 

well known for his approximately 200 keyboard sonatas and his treatise on modulation, 

Llave de la modulación or Key to Modulation.2 In this progressive work, Soler speaks of 

his theory that one can modulate from any key to any key, an uncommon practice at the 

time. Many of these “modern” modulation techniques originated from his work as a 

church organist where he would be required to change keys rapidly between, for 

example, an anthem and an offertory.3 The techniques he describes, such as using a 

common note or chord, re-spelling enharmonic chords, or arriving at the dominant of the 

new key, soon became common practice in western classical music. However, at the 

time, he was criticized for his forward thinking ideas. 

 Formally, Soler’s sonata in D flat major is similar to many of his other keyboard 

works.  It is in a simple binary form and shares harmonic similarities to what would 

eventually become sonata-allegro form. There is an emphasis on the tonic and dominant 

key centers, and there is a highly modulatory section in the middle of the piece. For 

example, the first section of the piece opens with a theme in the tonic of D flat major 

(Figure 1). This then modulates to a second theme in the dominant (A flat major) that 

continues until the end of the first section (Figure 2).   

                                                
2  Linda P. Shipley, The American Music Teacher; Cincinnati, Ohio Vol. 38, Iss. 5, (Apr 1, 1989): 22. 
3  Hayk Arsenyan, "Performance guide to three keyboard sonatas of Antonio Soler" (DMA diss.,University 
of Iowa, 2009), 25. 
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Figure 1:  Antonio Soler, Sonata No. 88, edited by Steve Wieberg, Due West Editions, 2007. Measures 6-
11. The primary theme of the piece is initially presented in D flat major, the tonic. The left hand has a 
drone that mimics the pedal tones on an organ.4 

 

  The second section mimics a development section in sonata-allegro form. Soler 

travels through a series of seemingly unrelated keys while presenting new melodic 

material unrelated to the first or second themes. The rapid shifts to distant keys rely 

heavily on tonic/dominant relationships and common chords, all techniques laid out in his 

Key to Modulation.  At the end of the modulatory section, the listener hears the second 

theme but this time in the tonic key (D flat major rather than A flat major). The melody 

that was first heard in A flat major is repeated note for note, but transcribed into the tonic 

D flat major. Similar to sonata-allegro form, this return to the home key gives the sonata 

a sense of coming full circle. There is an implied sense of finality when themes that were 

first heard in the dominant key center are heard again in the tonic. Soler exploits this 

relationship, thus giving a more rounded feeling to a binary form. 

 A performer must consider the instrument for which Soler composed. This 

particular sonata is specified as a “keyboard” sonata. It is unclear whether “keyboard” 

meant a harpsichord, a fortepiano, or even an organ since all were in use during this 

period. Historians know that Soler had access to all three instruments;5 therefore the 

performer must look at style traits to inform their performance. This sonata contains 
                                                
4  Soler, Sonata No. 88 in D Flat Major, edited by Steve Wiberg, Due West Editions 2007.  
5 Arsenyan, 19-20.  
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elements that might suggest any of those three instruments. For instance, the drone at the 

beginning of the opening theme resembles pedal tones best executed on an organ, while 

the absence of long melodic tones suggest the harpsichord, which did not sustain tone 

well (Figure 1). The frequent octave passages however, would be more difficult to play 

on a harpsichord and suggest the work might have been composed for a fortepiano.6  

 

 
Figure 2: Antonio Soler, Sonata No. 88, measures 23-27, edited by Steve Wiberg, Due West Editions 2007. 
Here the second theme is presented in the dominant, A flat major. The listener will hear this theme repeated 
in the tonic, D flat major, near the end of the piece.7 

 

It is impossible to say which instrument Soler intended for this sonata. Instead, I 

focused on the similarities of those instruments, particularly the fortepiano and the 

harpsichord, and attempted to transfer those qualities to a modern piano. Neither the 

fortepiano nor the harpsichord has the sustaining power or the depth of sound of the 

modern piano. For this reason, I chose to play with a dry, articulated sound and to forgo 

the use of the damper pedal. Additionally, I made use of the una corda pedal when I felt it 

was musically appropriate, in order to create a softer, less resonant sound.  

 Dynamics were rarely indicated by composers of this era. Therefore, I needed to 

use my musical intuition to inform the dynamics in my performance. Points of harmonic 

tension needed to grow louder; phrases repeated in higher registers are naturally softer 

                                                
6 Arsenyen, 20. 
7 Soler, 31. 
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and could be made more effective by playing them as such; long runs into the bottom 

register of the piano wanted to crescendo as they marched downwards.  

 The many complexities of this short piece kept me engaged as I explored how I 

wanted to perform it. However, it is the surface texture that initially drew me to the work, 

for from the beginning the listener can hear that this is a work made for the keyboard. 

The broken octaves, scalar passages, and repeated triplets all feel like a playful 

exploration of the capabilities of a keyboard instrument. Many of the phrases are irregular 

lengths (six measures rather than the standard four), which adds another layer of surprise 

as the piece jumps between different textures. This fun, flashy celebration of the 

keyboard felt like an appropriate way to begin a recital of piano works that walk the 

listener through the major periods of western classical music. 
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Piano Sonata in D major, “Pastorale,” Op. 28 No. 15 by 
Ludwig Van Beethoven 
 

Many of Beethoven’s works were given programmatic names by his publishers to 

help his works sell. This particular work was named the “pastorale” sonata, perhaps in an 

attempt to conjure images of rolling pastures and an idyllic, rural life. Throughout the 

work, Beethoven uses drones and dancelike rhythms that support this publisher’s 

interpretation. However, it is important to note that Beethoven did not compose with the 

word “pastorale” in mind. Using the theme of pastorale can be a helpful way to listen to 

this piece only if one does not expect the music to stick tightly to the theme. There are 

many musical elements in the work that do not fit within the pastorale name, yet they 

bring depth and intrigue to the work. Only by allowing the music to speak for itself can 

the listener experience the drama, playfulness, and serenity of this deceptively complex 

and effective work.  

 
 

Movement I 

The first sound we hear in the entire work is a repeated pedal tone on D. This 

drone carries through most of the first subject and becomes a recurring motif in much of 

the work. Formally, the first movement is in standard sonata-allegro form.  The opening 

of this form is typically used to strongly establish the home key. Once that is established, 

the piece is able to build drama by moving away or towards the home key. The opening 

of the pastorale sonata, however, does not immediately establish a D major tonality. 

Instead it starts in the middle of that journey, travelling from a distant place back to tonic. 
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This feels like the listener is just entering a harmonic environment that started long before 

they arrived.  

 To build intensity throughout the movement, Beethoven uses phrase shortening. 

He presents a melody and then cuts it into increasingly smaller pieces to give the 

impression of acceleration.  It is in the development, which is based entirely on the first 

ten measures of the movement, that this technique is most clearly heard. Ten-measure 

phrases turn into four-measure phrases. The four-measure phrases become two-measure 

phrases, then one-measure, and finally just a single repeated note. 

The end of a development section typically has a pedal point on the dominant leading us 

to an obvious return to the home key. However, in this sonata, Beethoven lands on a 

different harmony entirely, then gradually winds his way back to home. The listener is 

left hoping for some sense of stability, almost as if Beethoven became lost in the 

excitement of the development and had to take a moment to reorient himself before 

returning to the main themes of the movement. 

 The movement ends with a return to the first melody we heard in the beginning. 

In the final bars a D major arpeggio is heard above the melody, and once the arpeggio 

reaches its peak, both the melody and the arpeggio slowly fade away. The return to the 

first melody and the gradual fade away give the movement an ending that is as gentle as 

the beginning. The listener is left with the impression that if they could just listen closely 

enough, they would hear the whole movement again, but further in the distance.  
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Movement II 

In contrast to the first movement, the second movement is set in the parallel 

minor, D minor, and is marked andante. This movement is in a compound ternary form, 

similar to a minuet. Its overarching formal structure is A B A’ Coda, and within each of 

these larger sections there is a smaller a b a’ structure. The piece opens with a staccato 

Alberti bass in the left hand that steadily walks along beneath a legato right-hand melody. 

A texture change signals the end of the first a section as the b section brings a yearning, 

aria-like melody over a drone similar to the one heard in the first movement. The b 

section ends and the listener hears the same melody heard in the first section of the piece 

repeated with some alterations.  

In the A B A’ form of the minuet, the B section typically provides stark contrast 

to the A section, and here Beethoven follows this convention. While the first section was 

in D minor and in a duple meter, the B section is in D major and switches back and forth 

between duple and triple meter. Additionally, instead of the long legato phrases, this 

section has short staccato motifs that repeat throughout the section. The mood is light-

hearted and jocular.  

The third section is a return to the harmony of the first section but with increased 

surface motion. What was once a slow, legato melody turns into an unrelenting stream of 

32nd notes that grow louder and more chromatic throughout the last A’ section. The 

movement continues to intensify as the right-hand melody winds around unpredictably. 

Until this point, the movement has been an experiment in contrasting moods and the coda 

makes that even clearer. Instead of marching forward, the coda drops out of time. Motifs 

from earlier in the piece fade in and out of the foreground, none staying quite long 
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enough for the ear to latch onto. Similar to the ending of the first movement, the coda 

ends with an ascending line that makes the previous melody seem as if it is disappearing 

into wisps of smoke. 

 
 

Movement III 

After a brooding second movement, the third movement is a light-hearted 

scherzo. The Italian word scherzo means “joke” and, not one for subtlety, Beethoven 

makes this quite clear. He subverts our expectations, takes something familiar and 

distorts it, and creates distinct contrasts between motifs. In the beginning of the 

movement, legato octaves are interrupted by small flurries of staccato arpeggios. Piano 

dynamics turn into shocking fortes without warning and then suddenly drop back to 

piano. The listener is bounced around between legato, staccato, piano, and forte. One can 

hear the playfulness in these sudden changes just as a child may switch between running, 

skipping, and jumping solely for their own enjoyment. 

The trio section provides a contrasting character, but still is true to the playfulness 

of the piece.  Beethoven plays with the listener’s sense of tonality, switching between B 

minor and D major by changing just a few notes in the melody. This melody is then 

repeated twice more, while the left-hand accompaniment changes. Walking octaves turn 

into an undulating Alberti bass accompaniment that gives the same melody a surprisingly 

different character. Within one simple melody, the listener experiences many different 

moods. After the trio, the piece returns to a reiteration of the A section that feels sparse 

after the note-filled trio. Even though the A section is repeated note for note, the 
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transition out of a contrasting section gives the listener a chance to hear the same material 

in a different context. 

 

Movement IV 

A changing rhythmic impulse sets this movement apart from the previous three. 

The piece is in 6/8 time, providing the composer the opportunity to write in duple or 

triple meter or in six beats per measure. Beethoven exploits this possibility and utilizes all 

three meters in the movement. Just in the opening few bars, the left hand has an ostinato 

which implies an emphasis on the third beat of each triplet. At the same time, the right 

hand melody implies an emphasis on the first beat of each triple. This rhythmic 

dissonance along with the rocking nature of the left-hand figure can make the listener feel 

as if they are bobbing along with waves that are never entirely predictable. The sudden 

rhythmic changes continue throughout the piece, never settling on a consistent rhythmic 

character between sections.  

Formally, the fourth movement of the work is in rondo form. A typical rondo 

consists of a “subject” which is the main theme of the piece, and “episodes” that provide 

contrast between the iterations of the subject. For example, a rondo form may look like A 

B A C A D A, where A is the subject of the piece and B, C, and D are all various 

episodes. Rondos are usually placed as the last movement of a sonata because they tend 

to be fast-paced and virtuosic. The subject holds the piece together which gives the 

composer more creative freedom with the episodic material. This particular rondo also 

shares some similarities to sonata form, making it a hybrid, sonata-rondo form.  
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Knowing that this is the last movement, there is an implied expectation of a flashy 

finish. Beethoven exploits this expectation to build drama into the work. At multiple 

points in the work the piece crescendos into fast showy passages that sound appropriate 

to end the sonata. Once each passage reaches its peak, the calm, rocking melody from the 

beginning enters and starts the process over again. This pattern continues until we hear a 

return to the opening key (D major) that ushers in the virtuosic piu allegro quasi presto 

section.  

In an interesting turn, the final two chords, usually a perfect authentic cadence, 

are imperfect. This weakens the ending in the smallest way. Although we cannot know 

why Beethoven made this choice, it does have some similarity to the beginning of the 

sonata when the listener is gradually brought into the key of D major. A weaker cadence 

at the end might imply that the music is not completely done when the listener stops 

listening, just as the listener is brought into a work that feels like it has started before they 

arrived.  
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Five Preludes by Aleksandr Skryabin 
 

Aleksandr Skryabin was a Russian composer whose work straddled the Romantic 

period and the 20th century. His work is stylistically hard to define because his 

compositional style changed dramatically throughout his life. At the end of the 19th 

century, Russian composers were primarily focused on finding a uniquely Russian 

sound.8 Skryabin, on the other hand, was enamored with Chopin and Liszt, an admiration 

that is reflected in the style of his early works.9 Later in his career, Skryabin departed 

from traditional western tonality and began to experiment with new harmonic languages. 

This selection of five preludes spans a mere seven year period in his life, yet contain 

broad stylistic differences. Some preludes fit within the norms of Romantic era lyricism 

and harmony, while others push the boundaries of typical western harmony. 

The brevity of the preludes requires the performer to approach them differently 

than a longer, more formally developed work with expositions, developments, and tonal 

centers. For me, each prelude brings a specific word to mind, and I attempt to explore the 

complexities of that emotional state during my performance. I will share the word I 

associate with each prelude, and briefly describe the musical elements that inspired my 

thought. 

 
 
 

                                                
8 Hugh Macdonald, Skryabin (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1978), 11. 
9 Faubion Bowers, The New Scriabin Enigma and Answers (New York, N.Y.: St. Martin’s Press, 1973), 44. 
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Prelude in C Sharp Minor, Op. 22 No. 2  
 
 
“unravel”     

This prelude gives the aural impression a spool of thread spinning as a single thread is 

pulled from it. The first phrase is carried by a descending chromatic line in the left 

hand, gradually pulling away from home only to travel in a circle and end up exactly 

where it started. The unraveling becomes more unpredictable as the chromaticism in the 

left hand clashes with the irregularly placed large leaps in the right hand. A two against 

three rhythm in the hands further unsettles the listener and foreshadows a loss of control. 

The “unspooling” quality is heightened when the original melody returns, grows louder, 

and is repeated three times. Here the thread is pulled faster and faster, wildly spinning off 

of its spool as it nears the end. 

 

 

Prelude in D major, Op. 11 No. 5 
  

“swell”      

This prelude has a gentle rise and fall that mimics the swell of gentle waves. A steady 

current of eighth notes in the left hand controls the moderate tempo, and the use of liberal 

rubato allows the performer to accentuate the natural rise and fall within the harmony. 

One can push the piece forward as harmonic tension rises, and pull back when that 

tension is released. As the prelude approaches its climax, the bass voice rises 

chromatically, and we hear an increase in dissonant harmonies. The tension rises until 
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finally the tonic, D major, is reached, at which point Skryabin releases the harmonic 

tension with a series of slowly descending and softening D major chords. The ascending 

bassline and the subsequent falling chords produce a literal swell at the  most dramatic 

point. The prelude ends with two repetitions of the opening phrase, growing softer and 

softer as the swells gradually soften into imperceptible ripples.  

 

Prelude in E flat minor, Op. 31 No. 3  
 

“madness”     

The two most striking features of this presto prelude are the erratic right hand line and the 

rhythmic instability created with the left hand. The right hand is given an unpredictable 

frenzy of quintuplet eighth notes that continues throughout nearly the entire prelude. The 

left hand contrasts the frenzy in the right hand with octaves that create polyrhythms of 

five against two, five against three, and five against four, thus frustrating any sense of 

stability in the prelude. The dynamic indications are equally erratic, crescendoing to an 

angry forte in one moment and dropping to an ominous pianissimo in the next. Like a 

moment of madness, this prelude rises uncontrollably, until all rationality is erased. 
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Prelude in C major, Op. 31 No. 4 
 

“emptiness”     

Many of Skryabin’s preludes contain colorful harmonies and intriguing rhythms. This 

prelude is noticeably missing those elements. It consists of two phrases, the second a 

repeat of the first with only slight variations. The tempo is marked lento and is primarily 

composed of excruciatingly slow half notes and quarter notes. Skryabin has given us 

functional, triadic harmonies, there is some rhythmic variation, and there is a distinct 

form to the piece. The only problem is, there is little else. The emptiness does not come 

from silence, but from a lack of excitement. Although colorless on the surface, this 

prelude is a powerful exploration of the emptiness that comes from monotony. 

 

Prelude in C major, Op. 11 No. 1 
 

“elation”     

This prelude expresses more than just happiness or joy. It expresses elation. It is 

happiness and joy that you do not quite understand and can’t quite control. The broad 

arpeggios in both hands effortlessly cover large swaths of the piano, meeting for brief 

moments and playfully jumping apart, only to glide back together. The rhythm of the 

piece is playful and unpredictable as well. It is set in 2/2, with groupings of quintuplet 

eighth notes, yet the sense of 2/2 is obscured by the fact that each phrase of quintuplet 

groupings begins as an upbeat, thus obscuring beat 1. The repetition of the offset 

quintuplet figures combined with the rubato indication further obscure a predictable sense 

of pulse; the music pulls back for a moment before swirling ahead. The added 9ths and 
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13ths in the harmonies lend an impressionistic sound to the prelude. At the climax of the 

piece, joyous sounds in C major burst from all registers of the keyboard, and the listener 

is overwhelmed as the entire piano seems to ring. Ideally, the piece ends with the listener, 

and sometimes the performer, finding themselves just the slightest bit out of breath.
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Three Visions by William Grant Still 
 

I have never felt that extensive biographies belong in program notes. To the 

average listener, the details of a composer’s life, while interesting, contribute little 

towards understanding a composer’s music. Additionally, I suspect that many of us focus 

on the biography of the composer as a crutch in our interaction with their music. Music is 

abstract and therefore is incredibly difficult to describe;  it is easier to find the words to 

talk about the events in a composer’s life than their music, so we stick primarily to the 

former.  

 As with any rule, there are exceptions, and the life of William Grant Still is one. 

He was a revered composer during his lifetime and holds many “firsts” for black 

composers in America. However, despite his critical success, he struggled to get his 

works recorded and dealt with racism throughout his life.10 Today, he is often referred to 

as “The Dean of African American Composers” and yet he was mentioned only once, 

almost by accident, during my musical education. Intentionally sharing the biography of 

William Grant Still is important because of his significance as a 20th century composer, a 

black composer, and an American composer. Even more importantly, if we do not share 

his story, we will not share his incredible music.  

 William Grant Still (1895-1978) was raised in Little Rock, Arkansas. In his youth 

he played a number of instruments including the violin, cello, and oboe.11 He entered 

                                                
10 Miriam Matthews, "Phylon Profile, XXIII: William Grant Still--Composer." Phylon (1940-1956) 12, no. 
2 (1951): 107, 112. 
 
11 “William Grant Still, 1895-1978” Biographies, Library of Congress, Accessed April 22, 2020. 
http://www.loc.gov/item/ihas.200186213 
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school with a passion for music, but instead of following that path, studied for a Bachelor 

of Science at Wilberforce University. While there, he spent much of his time conducting 

and arranging music for the school’s orchestra and learned to play a wider variety of 

instruments. Leaving Wilberforce, Still enrolled at the Oberlin Conservatory of Music 

and continued his musical education.12 Much of his early career was spent orchestrating 

and performing in orchestras for commercial music, most notably working with W. C. 

Handy, with whom he later formed a publishing arrangement. He then continued his 

studies at the New England Conservatory where he studied with George Chadwick, and 

studied privately with the modern composer Edgard Varese, who helped him get many of 

his compositions played.13 During the 1930s, Still moved to Los Angeles and composed 

for theatre orchestras, radio, and films such as Pennies From Heaven (1936), and Lost 

Horizon (1937).14 In 1939, he married the concert pianist Verna Arvey. They remained 

spouses and collaborators for the remainder of his life.15  

 Still received many awards throughout his life, among them the Guggenheim and 

Rosenwald Fellowship.  He was commissioned to compose for Columbia Broadcasting 

System, the 1939 World’s Fair, and the Cleveland Orchestra. He received honorary 

degrees from Wilberforce, Howard University, Oberlin College, Bates College, the 

University of Arkansas, Pepperdine University, the New England Conservatory, the 

Peabody Conservatory, and the University of Southern California.16  

                                                
12 Matthews, 109. 
13 Ibid., 109 
14 Jeffery Fleishman, “Black Composer William Grant Still drew from the blues. Forty years after his death 
he still fights to be heard,” The Los Angeles Times, February 13, 2019.  
15 Matthews, 112. 
16 “William Grant Still (1875-1978): Biographical Notes,” William Grant Still and the Master Player 
Library, Accessed April 22, 2020. http://www.williamgrantstillmusic.com/BiographicalNotes.htm. 
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 Perhaps most often cited is the number of firsts Still achieved as an African 

American composer. He was the first African American composer to have a symphony 

performed by a major American orchestra and the first to conduct a major American 

orchestra and an all-white radio orchestra. He was also the first African American 

composer to have a full-length opera produced by a major opera company. After the 

production of his opera Troubled Island, he received an award for “outstanding service to 

American music” from the National Association of American Composers and 

Conductors.17 International publications hailed him as “the greatest American composer 

of this epoch,” and “the most remarkable man in American music today.”18 After hearing 

his music, one can see that these accolades were well deserved.  

 Still was a deeply religious man adding, “With humble thanks to God, the source 

of inspiration” to the manuscript of every composition.19 Three Visions (1936), a set of 

three solo piano pieces expressing Still’s feelings on “the mysteries of life and death,” 

draws a particularly pronounced inspiration from his religious convictions.20 I chose to 

learn the first two in the set, “Dark Horsemen” and “Summerland.” 

 

 

 
 
 

                                                
17 Matthews, 106. 
18 Ibid., 112. 
19 Ibid., 112. 
20 Mark Boozer, “Three Visions: It’s Place Among Standard 20th Century Piano Repertoire,” William 
Grant Still Conference: A Multicultural Celebration, June, 1998. 
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I. “Dark Horsemen” 
  

The title “Dark Horsemen” conjures images of the Four Horsemen from the Book of 

Revelations. According to Still, his composition is “an image of death and divine 

judgment” and he achieves his intended effect through rapidly shifting rhythmic motifs 

and unstable harmonic clusters, offering the listener no sense of “home.” The piece is 

built on three primary rhythmic motifs. The first motif places a strong rhythmic emphasis 

on beats one and three. The second motif first occurs as one measure of a triplet sixteenth 

group and an eighth note; a clear reference to a galloping horse (Figure 3). This motif 

typically crescendos to the eighth note creating a commanding on-beat pulse. 

 
Figure 3: "Dark Horsemen" measures 3-4. The second, galloping motif can be seen in the triplet sixteenth 
notes leading to the eighth note that lands on beat.21 

 
Still uses the third motif as a rhythmic contrast to the first and second motifs, creating a 

strong pulse on the off-beats. After hearing two strong on-beat motifs, the presence of the 

third motif confuses the listener’s sense of a downbeat.  

As these motifs switch between on and off-beat, the listener never loses the sense of 

forward motion. Short, one and two bar phrases keep the ear guessing as to what will 

come next, and constant crescendos heighten the intensity of the piece from beginning to 

                                                
21 William Grant Still, Three Visions, I. “Dark Horsemen.” William Grant Still Music, Flagstaff, AZ, 1998, 
pg. 1. 
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end. Marked “rapidly,” Still pushes the listener faster and faster towards the coming 

judgment. A scholar and performer of Still’s work, Mark Boozer, describes the piece as 

asking “what type of judgment?” Still seems to invite the listener’s reaction to an 

apocalyptic din. 

 

II. “Summerland” 
 
 

The second piece in the set, “Summerland,” is Still’s representation of “Heaven of 

life-after-death.”22 It is a tranquil, quasi-impressionist work full of carefully constructed 

colors achieved through extended chords. Still tells the performer it is to be played, at 

various times, “smoothly and sustained,” “gracefully,” and even gives instruction to 

“relax into chords.”  

The piece builds lazily toward a climax, allowing the listener to bask in the rich 

harmonies. When the height of the climax is reached, Still continues to draw out the 

tension he has built and makes the listener wait until the opening melody returns to fully 

resolve the tension he has set up. The listener is not allowed to relax into a triumphant 

climax. Rather, the strongest sense of stability comes ten bars later when Still returns to 

the melody that opened the piece. By delaying the resolution of tension, Still seems to be 

saying that the after-life is not a summit to be reached, but a return to home. Summerland 

ends with a series of prayerful progressions, the same progression used in the “Amen” at 

the end of many Christian hymns. These chords gently travel down the piano until finally 

                                                
22 Anne Simpson, “William Grant Still’s Musical Style: A Monumental Contribution to American Music.” 
William  Grant Still and the Fusion of Cultures in American Music. Eds. Judith Anne Still and Lisa M. 
Headlee, 2nd ed., (Flagstaff Arizona: The Master-Player library, 1996), 88. 
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resting on a chord with an open quality to it, as if not all the composer's questions have 

been answered yet.  

For a performer, the most difficult part of this piece is to honor Still’s attention to 

color through intentional voicing. While it is melodically and rhythmically simple, close 

attention to voicing allows the vibrant colors to be heard while not overpowering the 

melody. The indicated “tranquil” mood of the piece requires great control over soft 

playing so the performer can provide a variety of colors within the pianissimo writing. 

Without adequate control, these gentle chords are too uniform and are uninteresting. On 

the other hand, if the contrasts are too extreme, pitches will be uncharacteristically 

accented and the subtlety will be lost. Giving careful attention to each note in the work is 

especially important for a powerful performance of “Summerland.” 

According to his daughter, ”Summerland” was one of Still’s favorite pieces and 

he would often play it to help him through hard times.23 In my own journey with 

“Summerland” I have experienced a deep catharsis many times while practicing, and 

have often listened to it when I needed a moment of tranquility. I am honored to share 

this beautiful work with all of you. 

                                                
23  Boozer, 1998. 
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“Winnsboro cotton mill blues” by Frederic Rzewski  
 

North American Ballads is a set of four piano compositions by American composer and 

pianist, Frederic Rzewski. In each of the four works, Rzewski combines American protest 

songs of the 19th and early 20th century with elements of 20th century classical music, 

creating programmatic works that explore the exploitation of workers and slaves 

throughout American history. The fourth work in the set, “Winnsboro cotton mill blues,” 

is based on a blues tune from the prohibition era of the 1930’s, The Alcoholic Blues, 

written by Albert von Tilzer and Edward Laska.  An anonymous artist wrote lyrics to the 

melody of The Alcoholic Blues, describing the dismal life of a cotton mill worker in 

Winnsboro, South Carolina.24  

The lyrics are:  

Ol' man sergeant sittin' at the desk 

The damn ol' fool won't give us no rest 

He'd take the nickels off a dead man's eyes 

To buy a Coca-Cola an' a eskimo pie 

 

I got the blues, I got the blues 

I got the Winnsboro cotton mill blues 

Oh Lordy Lordy spoolin's hard 

You know and I know, we don't have to tell 

You work for Tom Watson gotta work like hell 
                                                
24  Monica Alice Hershberger, “Frederic Rzewski’s North American Ballads: Looking Back to the Radical 
Politics of 1930s America” (M. Music diss., Michigan State University, 2011), 50.  
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I got the blues, I got the blues 

I got the Winnsboro cotton mill blues 

 

When I die don't you bury me at all 

Hang me up on the factory wall 

Place a bobbin in my hand 

So I can keep on a-workin' in the Promised Land 

 

I got the blues, I got the blues 

I got the Winnsboro cotton mill blues 

Oh Lordy Lordy spoolin's hard 

You know and I know, we don't have to tell 

You work for Tom Watson gotta work like hell25 

 

Conditions in the mills were hot, loud, and uncomfortable. In 1929, falling cotton prices 

led mills to increase work hours and decrease pay.26 Workers at the time said, “the job 

has stretched me out until I can’t hardly make it to save my life” and  “labor conditions at 

the Appalachian Cotton Mills here are worse than miserable—they are no less than 

slavery.”27 Rzewski combines the tune “Winnsboro Cotton Mill Blues” with modern 

                                                
25 Sujin Kim, “Understanding Rzewski’s North American Ballads: From the Composer to the Work” 
(DMA diss., The Ohio State University, 2009) 29, 30. 
 
26 Beth English, "“Dissatisfaction among Labor”: The 1934 General Strike." A Common Thread: Labor, 
Politics, and Capital Mobility in the Textile Industry, (University of Georgia Press: 2006), 130-131. 
27  Gerald Markowitz and David Rosner, Slaves of the Depression: "Workers' Letters About Life on the 
Job, (Cornell University Press: Ithaca, 1987), pp. 76–80. 
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piano and compositional techniques, creating a programmatic work that strives to evoke 

the working conditions and sounds in a cotton mill. 

The piece begins in 12/4 time with a 16th note ostinato in the low bass register of 

the piano, mimicking the incessant pounding of machinery (Figure 4). Both hands play 

pianissimo with “great rhythmic precision, and constant intensity,”28 and the ostinato 

grows in volume and intensity as pitches are gradually added to the cluster. The 

performer adds the pitches by playing with the hand flat across the keys, and then, as the 

din grows, with the forearm and elbow. The pounding crescendos to its peak and then 

decrescendos back to just a single note in each hand, never wavering from the constant 

16th notes.  

 
Figure 4: Measure 1 of Winnsboro cotton mill blues. Both hands are in a low register of the piano and 
repeat half-steps with equal intensity in both hands.29 

 
Rzewski then uses minimalist techniques to transition from the pounding of 

machinery to a chromatic boogie-woogie ostinato, setting the stage for the introduction of 

the tune. He changes only one note of the previous ostinato in each measure, leaving the 

rest of the notes the same, which gives each tiny change an amplified dramatic effect. 

The left hand settles into the new ostinato and slowly grows from piano to fff, while the 

right hand introduces blues harmony over the top. 

                                                
28 Frederic Rzewski, “Winnsboro cotton mill blues” in North American Ballads, ZEN-ON Music Co., 1982, 
51.  
 
29 Rzewski, 51. 
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 Rzewski employs a “cumulative setting” of the folk song in which the listener 

does not hear the entirety of the melody until the end of the piece. However, it is in the 

right hand melody above the boogie-woogie ostinato where the listener hears the first 

recognizable glimpses of the folk melody. Rzewski notes at the bottom of the page that 

“great care must be taken to keep the left hand at a constant (extremely loud) level, while 

maintaining the expressive variations in the intensity of the right hand melody, which is 

therefore sometimes hardly to be heard.” In this way, the machinery mercilessly pounds 

away while the tune in the right hand fights to be heard over the racket. Rzewski 

frequently uses triplet half notes in the right hand over the 16th notes in the left hand to 

rhythmically emphasize the contrast between the lockstep left hand and the free, melodic 

right hand. If this section is performed as Rzewski suggests, the right hand should fall to 

pianissimo at the end, which is quickly overpowered by the machine-like left hand.  

The next section is built entirely on the first four notes of the folk melody and the 

chromaticism of the boogie woogie ostinato. One can almost imagine these two motifs 

fighting to overpower one another. Eventually, the chromaticism emerges victorious as 

the performer is instructed to play alternating chromatic clusters of pitches at both ends of 

the keyboard. These clusters crescendo to ffff, the loudest dynamic in the piece, and ring 

without dampening as the entire piano rumbles. 

Out of the dying rumble, a tranquil blues rises in a complete shift of mood. 

Contrasting with the unrelenting pounding of the machinery, this section is marked 

tranquillo, espressivo and the listener is allowed a moment to breathe. Instead of giving 

us a typical homophonic texture with a clear melody, Rzewski writes a blues fugue in 

three-voice counterpoint. Recognizable melodic figures appear and disappear in different 
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registers of the piano, as if the many voices of a crowd are all straining to be heard. The 

voices continue to grow in volume until Rzewski brings back the refrain of the blues tune 

amidst virtuosic runs extending nearly the span of the keyboard (Figure 5). The refrain 

gradually dies away as the machine-like ostinato re-emerges as a distant rumble.  

 
Figure 5: End of tranquil blues section. The “I’ve got the blues” motif can be seen in the right hand at the 
end of the second measure and the beginning of the third. It is then repeated in part at the end of the third 
measure, but this time in a lower register of the keyboard.30 

 

Up until this point, Rzewski has only hinted at the folk melody, but now we hear a 

clearly recognizable statement. Suddenly it splinters into chromatic, jagged writing, 

ushering in the most difficult section of the piece for both the performer and the listener. 

What follows is a free, atonal fantasy on the folk theme in which every note heard can be 

related back to the original folk theme, although the listener may have difficulty 

discerning anything recognizable. Rzewski throws a jumble of ragged sound at the 

listener. With little regard for rhythmic stability and even less for a sense of tonality, he 

places melodic fragments in clashing keys with overlapping rhythms. The harmony, 

                                                
30 Rzewski, 59.  
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texture, rhythm, articulation, and register, all change without warning, with no apparent 

coherence between any of the notes. In a programmatic sense, it sounds as if everything 

is falling apart and neither the humans nor the machines are poised to emerge victorious.   

As the cacophony finally begins to decrescendo, the listener is rewarded with, at 

last, the full folk melody. After hinting at it for eleven pages, Rzewski presents the folk 

melody above the chromatic, boogie-woogie figure in the left hand. After the furious 

atonal section this straightforward statement of the folk theme is surprisingly predictable 

and tonal. The listener is lulled into a false sense of security which is soon broken. The 

very beat after the theme ends, the pounding of the machines returns as the performer 

plays with both forearms on the keys. The clusters of white and black keys rise up the 

keyboard and shrink until they each span only a fifth. Rzewski then asks the performer to 

roll the clusters as the dynamics quickly swell between pianissimo and fortissimo. As the 

rolled clusters start to fade away they begin to sound like tiny, tinkling pieces of metal. 

Even the sound of metal dies away until the listener is left with just the highest note on 

the piano, played barely audibly. The final note is more imagined than it is heard.  

My favorite moment of the piece comes after the last note is played. The 

performer is instructed to depress the damper pedal throughout the entirety of the final 

“machine-like” section on the last page. If the room is quiet enough, after the last note 

fades away, one may hear a rush of wind through the piano as the sympathetic vibrations 

hum until there is complete silence.  

I chose to end my recital with this piece for a number of reasons. It is the most 

contemporary work on my program, and it is the flashiest and most technically 

demanding, but most importantly to me, it is the most powerful work. Whether 
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performing or listening to it, I am always mesmerized by the blanket of noise in the 

beginning. My heart always swells along with the runs at the end of the blues. Even now 

I surprise myself when the machines barge back into the piece on the final page. This 

piece never fails to move me. 

 

Conclusion 

My goals for this program were twofold: to play pieces that surveyed major eras in 

Western keyboard music, and to learn works that were effective in a variety of ways. I 

wanted to perform music that effectively touched my heart, stimulated my intellectual 

curiosity, and challenged me to play the piano in new ways. Each composition in this 

program has moved me in some way; my hope is that through these program notes and 

my performance, I have been able to share some of what makes these wonderful works of 

art so powerful.
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